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Wisconsin Students
Dike Breaks In
Pictures Prove
Meet at Evans Home
Wall Producing
Helpful Medium
The Badger Boosters decided to
Much Confusion start
For Relaxation
the new term right by holding

a combined social and business meet
ing at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Evans Felix, the Cat. and Robinson Crusoe
Students Doing Volunteer Work Under last Friday evening.
Furnish Diversion for Students
After Examinations
Coach Cornwell Make Progress
Following an hour of games and
Despite Mishap
riddles, a short business meeting was
held at which the following officers
Talk about fun and enjoyment, there
were elected": president, Virgil Brown; was laughter galore as the students
"Hold it!" "No more mud!" 'The vice-president, Violet Bailey; secre followed the antics of Felix, the cat,
dike's breaking!" These are some of tary-treasurer, Winifred Brown; and during his hunting trip, which, along
the expressions you might have heard chaplain, Marvin Shilling.
with Robinson Crusoe and some Tay
lor scenes, was thrown upon the screen
if you had been in the gym at about
by Dr. Furbay in Shreiner Auditorium
ten o'clock last Tuesday morning.
last Tuesday.
The men had just made a good start
Coming at the close of two strenu
at pouring cement for the walls of
ous days of examination, the pictures
the swimming pool when a section of
were enthusiastically received by a
the form broke.
large group of students. Before they
were shown Dr. Furbay explained
Excitement ruled for a time. The
With the new officers in charge, | their educational value. He pointed
truck load of brick was forgot; every Holiness League met last Friday eve
out that Robinson Crusoe was histor
man turned his every effort to repair ning for the first meeting of the Win
ical and especially noted for its beau
the leak. When this was done a ter Term in Society Hall with good
tiful landscape scenes. "Felix, the
bucket brigade was formed to hurry prospects of a growing league. After
Cat" was a new departure from or
the remaining mortar into the wall. a cornet solo by Arthur Hallberg and
( dinary sketching.
It involves hun
When it comes to good hard labor a duet by Professor and Mrs. Ken- '
dreds of sketches and many hours of
these volunteer workmen seem to far neth Wells, Professor James W. Elli
toilsome work to make enough pic
surpass all others in the earnestness ott, by the aid of a chart, gave an in
tures to show the action.
and carefulness with which they tackle structive message on the subject of
They were all very interesting and
every problem.
Christian perfection.
were certainly a great help toward
relaxation from the strain.
Coach Cornwell and his group of
Professor Elliott said in brief: "A
huskies have made some real progress perfect man according to God's stan
in the work on the gym. Besides mak dard is a standard possible in this
ing the necessary preparation and life. Perfection is not equality; it is
pouring the cement for the pool the absolute giving of ourselves to
(which was predicted as a week's God, a perfect cleansing, a perfect
work) they have even started work on filling with Himself. We can't get
the shower rooms. It is all being beyond temptation, but we can have
The Home Economics Department
done by volunteer students and di the victory over temptation. In the under the instructorship of Miss Dare
rected by the equally hard-working doctrine of Christian perfection the held an inviting exhibit in the Home
Coach.
moral nature is so filled with God that Economics room last Friday after
noon and evening showing the ac
there is no unholy temper."
complishments of the. students of that
One soul requested prayer at the department during the past term.
close of the service.
Appetizing? It surely was. The
frosted cakes and the many kinds of
candy had a significant effect on the
salivary glands of all who visited the
exhibit. The hunger thus created was
Miss Olive Tatem was elected News
appeased by a cup of hot cocoa and
Editor of the Echo at a meeting of
some cookies presided over by some
the members of the Echo staff held
very charming hostesses.
in Campbell parlor Wednesday noon.
A new feature in the exhibit this
The Thalonian Literary Society pre year was the comparison of the
Miss Tatem will fill the position left
vacant by the resignation of Miss sented the Christmas Pageant of the amount of calcium protein, phosphor
Ethelyn Cochrane, The members of Holy Grail Saturday evening in us, and iron in the different kinds of
the Staff decided to move Mr. Chester Shreiner Auditorium.
food. The amount of each displayed
This pageant was reproduced this was very cleverly arranged by using
Smith from his position as Proof
Reader to that of Managing Editor; year upon request and was given with dowel-shaped sticks, the different
while Mr. James Henderson who had the same spirit and charm with which lengths representing the amounts and
been elected Managing Editor will it was presented last year.
colors distinguishing the elements in
In general character this pageant each food illustrated. Milk is the
have charge of an interesting and
was a pantomime with the story of most balanced food, for it contains
clever column.
the Holy Grail read by Darwin Bryan nearly the same amount of all these
Two Freshman students were elect and interpreted by various members
elements.
ed as Proof Readers to fill present of the cast. The Holy Grail was a
Aside from the display of eatables
vacancies. Miss Olive Severn and Mr. jewelled chalice supposed to have been
was the work that had been done in
Stanley Smith will take over the work given to Jesus at His birth by one of
the sewing department. Many beau
of proof reading. The new members the three wise men. This cup was
tiful pillows had been made as well
of the staff, because of their election lost and King Arthur on Christmas
as some multi-colored pajamas and
before the Christmas holidays, will eve, dreaming of things that would
other things.
be prepared to take up their work change the purpose of his court,
The department this year has a
early in January.
learned that before Christ would again greater enrollment than ever before
visit his castle a superb offering had and a great deal of interest is being
to be made at great cost and by a shown by those taking the courses.
valorous man.
Gas has been put in since last year
At the King's wish, all of his and is now used to do much of the
knights but one eagerly offered their work. Electricity, of course, has been
services. They traveled over various used for the most part up to date.
lands, conquering their adversaries
that they might bring to Arthur their
Sunday afternoon the cantata, "The offerings on the next Christmas morn
Coming of the King," by Dudley Buck, ing. On that morning each presented
was very beautifully given by the his gift.
Laun^elot, the favored
Taylor University Choral Society. knight, came with the wisdom that
Professor Kenneth Wells conducted, new, pure manhood was the lacking
"Don't lower the standard in your
with Miss Theodora Bothwell at the element. He presented Sir Galahad, stand on the prohibition question,"
organ.
young, strong and devoted, who said Dr. John Spence of Ontario,
Canada, in his address before the stu
brought
the Holy Grail.
The soloists were as follows: Elsa
dent body Monday morning.
The
reading
by
Mr.
Bryan
was
a
Olson, soprano; Marian Atkinson,
real
success.
The
music,
too,
was
suc
alto; Robert Dennis, tenor; Mason
Dr. Spence, a journalist represent
Buckner, Baritone; Fred MacKenzie, cessfully furnished by the women's ing the Canadian papers with head
bass. The men's chorus and the chorus and Mrs. John Furbay, or quarters at Washington, D. C., is
women's chorus each sang some lovely ganist.
traveling in the interest of the pro
The pageant was produced by Lois
numbers.
hibition movement. He urged that
Pugh and Edwin Copper assisted by
the United States should not be de
The giving of a Christmas Cantata Louise Fox, Mabel Kreie and Ivan
ceived into thinking that the Cana
is an annual event on Taylor Uni Hodges.
dian system of control was better for
versity campus and this year's con
The entire cast was highly com
the actual conditions there are really
cert was, as have been those of pre mendable. None deserved more ap
not very good.
vious years, a great success. That this preciation than Modred, as played by
type of work is appreciated may be Russell Christler, the sullen knight,
"Hold up the standard, the whole
evidenced by the large crowd in at filled with jealousy and hate of Sir world is looking to you for leadership
tendance.
Galahad.
in this matter."

Professor Elliott
Defines Perfection

Miss Dare's Classes
Show Achievements

Choose New Members
for Echo Positions

Story of Holy Grail
Given to Full House

Taylor Chorus Gives
"Coming of the King"

Canadian Journalist
Upholds Prohibition

Enrollment Remains
Steady in New Term
Again rumor has proved untrue, for
the student body of Taylor is remain
ing almost intact in size for the win
ter term. In spite of all the commo
tion and changing about due to the
changing of dorms, calm shows the
loss of only one fi'eshman, Paul Ken
dall. This loss is made up by the
coming of a new student, Arthur Goldenbogen.
Rumor says that one or two others
are leaving but this, like many things
of that nature, will undoubtedly prove
to be false.

More New Additions
To Taylor's Museum
The science department has secured
two more additions to the museum.
One of these is a collection of two hun
dred and eighty-nine mounted insects,
and the other is a stuffed baby boaconstrictor.
The insects range from small beetles
to gigantic tarantula and were the
collection of Walter E. Garrison of
Fairmount, Indiana, who sold them to
the biology department. They are
now on display in Dr. Furbay's office
in Sickler. They make a very inter
esting study in their neat mounting
and glass cases.
The boa constrictor was loaned to
the museum by Miss Julia Lewis of
Gas City. It was sent to this coun
try from the Philippines. With eight
feet of brown spotted skin this makes
an excellent mount. At the thickest
part of the body the circumference is
twelve inches.

Wilson Shows Great
Need for Disarming
Rev. Raymond Wilson in the inter
est of disarmament movements, deliv
ered a message in Chapel Tuesday
morning, November 24, which many
students and friends of Taylor claim
was one of the .most outstanding chal
lenges they have heard during this
school year.
Next February in Geneva there will
be a World Disarmament conference
the speaker said. It is for the youth
of America to be so strong in their
feelings against armaments that
something will really be accomplished
at that conference.
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NUMBER ELEVEN

Latest Edition
Of Alumni News
Meets Approval
This Paper Provides Excellent Means
for Maintaining Contact Among
Former Students
Unknown to the majority of Taylor
students there is published quarterly
a booklet called the "Alumni News of
Taylor University." This magazine,
which is printed by the Taylor Press,
is edited by George Fenstermacher
with his assistants, Jesse Fox and
Marvin Stuart.
This latest edition has met with
very favorable comment from the
alumni and former students because
it is a means of keeping them in closer
contact with each other and with the
activities of the school. It contains
news items of Taylor developments,
reports of the different chapters of
the alumni such as Philadelphia, Buf
falo, etc., marriages, births, and
deaths in the families of the alumni,
and personal notes on individual
achievements. Marvin Stuart has been
responsible for most of this issue.
The paper is sent to all alumni and
former students and a copy placed in
the library here * at school so that
those who so desire may have access to
it. It is planned also to add this year's
senior class to the list when the May
issue comes out.
Although the Alumni News has
completed but one year of service it
promises to prove of increasing value
to the school and alumni.

Seniors Have Dinner
At President's Home
An appetizing chicken dinner start
ed the Christmas festivities for the
seniors when they were guests at the
home of President Stuart on Monday
evening.
They gathered at six thirty, each
one carrying a so-called "white ele
phant" gift, and there was very little
time wasted in getting to the table
and beginning the proceedings. There
was a spirit of keen enjoyment over
the deliciously prepared dinner and
cordial hospitality for which Mrs.
Stuart has become famous in her few
months stay here at Taylor.
Santa Claus arrived with bushels
of those "white elephant" gifts while
the guests were still at the tables.
Peals of laughter mounted in volume
as wrappings were removed reveal
ing such things as doll clothing/rat
tles, toys, shoe strings, corn plasters,
Campbell's soup, gum, and all-day
suckers. A few minutes after the
dinner were spent in writing tele
grams to Santa Claus using the let
ters of his name as the initial letter
of each succeeding word in regular
order. The reading of these messages
revealed many astonishing but appliable desires of Taylor's model upperclassmen.
All were very reluctant to leave that
cheery atmosphere.

We must not get into another war.
The speaker mentioned these outcomes
of the last war which show how nec
essary it is that all nations disarm:
1. No one nation was responsible for
the world war; 2. No nation wanted
the world war; 3. We cannot punish
the people who are responsible for war
by more war; 4. We cannot fight a
war and tell the truth, and 5. Arma
ments do not increase safety but de
crease it. In the light of these out
comes it is not enough to be against
war. We must do all in our power to
influence public opinion so that United
States' representatives at the Geneva
Conference will fight for disarmament.
Because America is a Christian na
tion and because of other advantages
Last night was the first presenta
which she has, the speaker said that
tion of the Christmas play, "Why the
America will be the determining na Chimes Rang" by Elizabeth McFadtion at the Geneva Conference.
den. Twelve students of the speech
"Let's back up Hoover against arm department are taking part in this
pageant and these are assisted by
aments," said Rev. Wilson. There others in charge of music and scenery
are two important commandments. We effects. Edwin Copper and his assist
have been obeying the first, namely ants, J. Hayden Huff and James
to love God, now it is for us to love Lohnes, have done an especially clever
our neighbors as ourselves. It is in the piece of work in their arrangement of
the lighting. Their use of theatrical
pews of our churches and in our col
gauze with a well-thought out system
leges that the challenge to disarm of lights has added a very magical
must be answered.
touch to the play.

Speech Play Proves
Attractive Feature
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THE MAIL BOX
By "The Rambler"

inn. It is too late now, the deed is done. The Chi-ist
will reign in spite of the lack of perspicacity shown on
that night. But the privilege is lost.

. . . This column wants to here and now apologize to
all the Taylor boys now attending the "Biblical Seminary
in New York" for misnaming their school when men
tion was made of it earlier in the year. The Biblical
Seminary in New York is an absolutely different in
stitution from the Biblical Institute we named. Ken
neth Hoover, '31, who is studying there this year says
that he has once again tackled a language and this
time it's Greek. Guess Kenny hasn't lost any of his
ambition since he left T. U. . . . and Dale Russell, Talmadge Chilson and Herbert Schuckers, of the Class of
'31 and Gomer Finch and Kenneth Fox of the Class of
'30 are the other Taylorites in New York. On Thanks
giving Day, the group had dinner at John Tucker's home
and in a recent letter from one of the boys, we find
that John has a couple of sisters who interested one or
two of them enough to make them go back for just a
"friendly" visit since then. ... We do hope the fellows
see this little note about themselves for we hear that
they were just about ready to come back to Taylor and
"take the columnist for a ride" unless they were men
tioned here. Sorry you didn't see the first article about
yourselves boys! It was in one of the first issues of the
Echo this year. . . . Albert Campion, who was a student
in 1929 and 1930-31 is studying this year in Brother's
College which is a part of Drew University. He expects
to be in the first graduating class. . . . And one of the
most interesting bits of news that has come in recently
is concerning Robert Brown who is a medical doctor in
the Methodist Hospital at Wuhu, China. Mr. Brown's
hospital is located on a hill and being thus located was
not submerged when the flood came. All during the panic
Dr. Brown and his co-workers ministered to the needs
of the stricken people and did much to relieve them
from their suffering. When Colonel Charles Lindbergh
and his wife were in China, and doing flood relief work
with an aeroplane, Dr. Brown entertained them and made
his hospital the relief center. . . . And here's another
marriage that hasn't been mentioned yet. On August
12th Donald Wing, '27, and Miss Lillian Scott, a former
student, were married at the home of the bride's parents
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Mr. and Mrs. Wing are
now living at Middleport, N. Y., where Mr. Wing is
teaching in the high school. . . . And another Taylor
Alumnae who is being successful in her work is Miss
Floy Hurlburt, '11, who is now the head of the Science
department at Ball State Teachers College, Muncie,
Indiana. After leaving Taylor, Miss Hurlburt spent five
years in China as a missionary and has since then se
cured her Ph.D. degree from the University of Nebraska.
. . . Reverend M. Allen Keith is now the pastor of a Meth
odist church in Alliance, Nebraska. . . . And now another
inquiry has come in requesting information about a Mr.
Bradley who was a student at Taylor in 1917. Do any
of you know anything about him ? Rev. N. Everett Han
son, '17, who is the pastor of the Vincent M. E. Church in
Minot, North Dakota, would like very much to get in
touch with this man. . . . We're always glad to do what
we can to locate these lost members of our T. U. family,
so if you'd like to know of someone, just write and don't
forget to include some news about yourself. That's all
for now!

The lesson is simple. Let us not sacrifice the priv
ilege that lies before us. It is not as hard as some
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Going Home
All is excitement on the campus now.

Only a few

more days and the majority of us will be going home
for the holidays. For many this will be a different homegoing from any they have had. Perhaps this is the first
Christmas that they have experienced with the true
knowledge of what Christ really means to the world.
For some this is a joyous return from the first

long

stay away from home in a new atmosphere. There is
much to tell and many things to do. There are many
friends to see and experiences to talk over.
Many years ago in a little inn there were many peo- j
pie gathered and there was much excitement.

Every

room was filled and there were many who could not gain
entrance. There was among this later group one who
was to bring the Christ into the world. She was turned
away and the Lord of heaven was left to be born in a
manger. Many have wished since that they could have
been there then and have allowed the mother room in the

think. Those at home are expecting us to be changed—

The Spare Galley

let us show them that the change is toward greater and
higher things.

Methods Of Teaching
One aspect of college life of which a great deal is in
formally said is the method of teaching. There seems
to be no concrete data yet irrecusably established which
dictates the best methods of college class procedure but
there are many experiments now being tried. Some
schools such as the University of Chicago have even
abandoned quite radically many of the old methods and 1
are launching into new fields.
It is an accepted truism
in many circles that the poorest teaching is done on the
higher levels. Something ought to be done to improve
the situation and all over the country teachers and
school boards are working on the problem.
One basic fact ought to be recognized primarily and
that is that the purpose of the college is necessarily
somewhat different from that of the high school. At
least the point of emphasis ought to be more definitely
refined. If nothing else, the student ought to be taught
to he an independent thinker with an advanced ability
in the technique of research and the organization of his
knowledge.
The professor whose methods allow no place for in
dividual development is a hindrance to this purpose. Of
what value is a symposium of facts which preclude in
the student any process of ratiocination? If he is not
taught to think, what benefit will he derive from a predigested outline of the material in the syllabus? How
can he be expected to meet the exigencies of the modern
world if the only requirement for a college degree (the
modern insignia of a certain amount of education) is the
rescription of memorized material that has been gath
ered from lectures consisting of the professor's own
compendium on the subject? These things have started
the modern educator in some serious thinking and the ;
outcome, we hope will be a great advancement.

BH
College is a matter of give and take: give money and
take examinations.
•
*
*
sk
*
Ruth rode in my new cycle car,
On the seat in back of me;
I took a bump at fifty-five,
And rode on Ruth-lessly.
—Exchange.
*

*

*

*

*

"Neither the whole of truth nor the whole of good
is revealed to any single observer, although each ob
server gains a partial superiority of insight from the
peculiar position in which he stands."—William James.
*

*

*

*

*

A friend of mine tells me this story about MacICenzie: It seems that Mac went to heaven and wanted
to start a choir. He approached Saint Peter on the
subject and that willing gentleman seemed to be quite
in favor of the idea and offered his services. Mac ac
cepted the proposition and put in a request for a thou
sand sopranos, and the same number of altos and tenors.
When asked where he was going to get his basses Mac
nonchalantly answered, "Oh, I'm going to sing that."

The Editor seems to be working pretty hard
on ways and means of improving the Echo this
year. This new Star Reportorial System he told
us about seems to be a big improvement. There
is a different attitude entirely on the part of most
of the reporters already.
I know a good joke about the balcony but I
won't tell it. It's over your head, anyway.
This seems to be the hunting season. At least
there seems to be a number of fellows who are
going out with guns over their shoulders. I have
seen a couple of dead rabbits come back, too.
I'm not sure what they are dying from, but the
fellows seem to find a few now and then.

| sweaters and expensive journeys in
Pullman cars—these ought to stop."
This raised a howl all over the coun
try. When the racketeers howl it is
no silent protest. Abolish gate re
B y GEORGE D. GREER
ceipts! Rank Amateurism! Columbia
Two great football teams have just University responded by hiring a new
played their annual game, if it might coach at $18,500 per year.
be called such. The Army beat Notre
The Taylor Ideal.
Dame by the score of 12-0. The fra
cas was staged under conditions simi
Let us stand by the Taylor ideal
lar to those at Soldier's field last year,
of athletics: everybody plays and for
which game was described by Paul
fun. If we are ever hoodwinked into
Gallico, editor of the Sport Page of
joining the racket it will be little
the New York Daily News, in the
short of disaster. We must beware
following words: "We call intercol
the entering wedges such as paid
legiate football an amateur spoit.
admissions, special training for cer
Notre Dame and Army played what
tain games, and emphasizing victories
was laughingly called a game at Sol
rather than sport. Let it never be
diers Field, Chicago, before 110,000
said that any Taylor student is grant
people. The field was banked with ice
ed special privileges for practice and
and slush; a choking fog rolled in
athletic training over any other stu
off Lake Michigan to be met and dis
dent, whether he be good, bad or in
persed by a pelting downpour that
different as an athlete.
turned what was left of the field into
*
*
*
*
a bog. After the first
three plays
the members of the two tfeams were
The writer invites comebacks to
soaked, muddied, shivering, wretches. this discussion. Develop the other
Pools of water and goo gathered in side for the Echo readers, but in do
the field.
The athletes' uniforms be ing so remember the principles of
came soggy wrappings. Their faces good argument and good journalism.
were pressed into sandy muck, foot Never misrepresent your opponent; it
hold there was none, all practice and is the weakest kind of argument. Your
skill was nullified, there was not one opponent may be so foggy you can't
iota of joy or beauty." The announc understand what he is getting at.
er of this year's game emphasized Show him that he is. Under no cir
again and again that the players were cumstances launch an attack from be
all mud men and beyond recognition. hind the smoke-screen of anonymity;
Why did the schools allow such a this degrades your own personality
stupid performance in which there and lowers the estimate that our
was no test either of skill or strategy ? friends have of Taylor. Let us dis
The answer cannot be gainsaid: Be agree as vehemently as we choose and
cause college football has long since still show and feel that courtesy that
passed the amateur stage and become our debaters have always manifested
big business. To call off the game in their arguments. If we do this
and return the money to 100,000 cash we can make the Echo a clearing
customers would be unthinkable.
house for ideas on various subjects,
and
never, give our hard-working edi
The Passing of the Amateur.
tor a chance to accuse us of not keepAthletic Associations have spent turning out a paper this year that we
many hours defining an amateur. The ing him loaded up with material; he is
Encyclopedia Brittanica does a fairly have reason to be proud of. (Please
good job of it: "A person who takes do not bring that dangling preposition
part in any art, craft, or game, for the to the attention of the English de
sake of the pleasure afforded by the partment.)
occupation itself and not for pecuni
ary gain." Real amateurs would never
go out and shiver for hours in a sea
of slush merely for the sake of the
pleasure afforded, College stars are
not amateurs. Technically they must
not be paid for their services to dear
old Alma, but it is a dumb promoter
who cannot shoot any technical regu
Mr. Ralph G. Young was called to
lation full of holes. There is a number his home in West Union, Ohio, last
of ways. One of the most approved week by the sudden death of his
methods is that of the "cushy" job, a grandfather, who was nearly eightyjob that pays big money, but entails one years of age. The old gentleman
a minimum of labor that one can hire visited Taylor University during the
done for a tenth of the income. An inauguration ceremonies in October
other way is to be furnished with and was then in perfect health.
board, room, and tuition by a kind
Darwin Bryan of the class of '31
fairy whom no one knows. Some play was on the campus the afternoon and
for the money it will bring them in evening of December 12th.
the future. Many play because they
Betsy Ross spent Wednesday in
love football or because they have Cincinnati visiting the Misses Ger
been misled into thinking that an trude and Lydia Palmer.
athletic letter is far greater honor
Isabel Gilbert spent the week-end
than a Phi Beta Kappa key.
at her home in Waldron, Michigan.
Judson Cochrane visited his daugh
A Fifty Million Dollar Racket.
ter, Ethelyn, on Thursday, December 3.
That was the figure
for the 1928
Marion Derby, a graduate who is
football season, in a sport that was now teaching in Decateur, Michigan,
strictly amateur, played just foi; pleas spent Thanksgiving vacation here with
ure and fun. (?) In that year Yale old friends.
went over the top with a million dol
Lucile Shank and Mrs. Vetter were
lar total of gate receipts; of that the guests of Herman Vetter last Fri
amount $543,084.76 was clear profit. day evening.
Harvard cleared $420,787; Princeton
Ruth Boutelle spent the week end in
made $298,880. Michigan had a net Montpielier with the Reverend Stelle
profit of $415,328. These are profits and family.
after millions were spent. The Army
Miss Bothwell's studio, decorated in
had the following expense items for gala holiday fashion, was the scene of
one game not long ago: A special a delightful Christmas tea Saturday
train for Palo Alto, California, car afternoon. The Yuletide color scheme
rying 40 players and 70 adults to was effectively carried out in the cakes
take care of them, the trip alone cost and candies which were served. Tea
ing in the neighborhood of $500,000; was poured by Verneille Roth and
equipment for the players was unbe Marguerite Friel.
lievably expensive, shoes to be used
only once cost $25 per pair. Jack
Tunis, sports writer for the Post of
Boots: "Was Robinson Crus
New York, figures
that each of the
eleven men in a major college foot acrobat?"

The College Football
Racket

ball game represents an expenditure
Glenn: "No, why?"
by somebody of $23,000. This is not
Boots: "It says here, that a
sport, it's a racket. Sport is just
day s work, he sat down on his <
about gone in the United tates as far
as colleges are concerned.
The Carnegie Report of two or three
I ve been spending a holiday at a
years ago makes the following recom watering place."
mendation to college administrators:
Why, Harry, you told me you were
"The paid coach, the gate receipts, the on a farm."
special training table, the costly
"Yes, a dairy farm."
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Hyspots of Chapel

The Echo
I am the school paper, born of
hours of toil. My pages are the
tireless clarion of news. I weave
the warp of the past, the woof of
the future. I am the voice of
today, the record of yesterday, the
herald of tomorrow.
I strive to portray the stand
ards of my mother school; I re
joice in her achievements; I strug
gle for the fulfillment of her
needs. I shed light and knowl
edge to students and friends.
I urge my readers on to great
er deeds and stronger characters.
I tell them what others have done
and what there is yet to be ac
complished. I inspire the hardpressed student to lift his head
and gaze with fearlessness into
the vast beyond, and to seek the
consolation of hope eternal and
acknowledge the power of the
Master.
I am "The Echo."
—Eddie Torr.

Chapel since our last issue has had
many interesting programs. We can
not tell you about all of them so we
will just mention a few of the high
spots.
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CONTEMPORARIES
By Frances Scott

The Practice Recital given by Miss
Miller's small artists was a great
BLESSED IT IS.
' THE CHRIST OF THE MANGER. success. The ease and assurance with
Blessed it is to hear the story
Sadie Louise Miller
which these youngsters play is most
Dr. White of the First Baptist Of the stable and the glory!
"Glory to God in the highest!
noteworthy.
Church in Marion was here on Tues Of the Child the shepherds sought
Glory and peace on earth."
day, November 24. He was repre And the gifts the three kings brought! Thus sang the angels from heaven
Chapel service this morning was
senting the Christmas seal movement
Proclaiming the Savior's birth.
given
over to the singing of carols of
and brought us a message full of the In every street, on every hill
Not in the royal mansion,
various nations. The program was
philosophy of giving. He stressed The Christ Child's message echoes
Not at the temple bright,
as follows:
the fact that Christ meant for the
still.
But in a lowly manger
Russian
Cherubim Song
care of the unfortunate to come from Blessed it is to hear again:
They found the Christ-child that I Saw Three Ships
English
regenerated hearts. Much can be done "Peace on Earth! Good Will to Men!"
night.
Girls' Glee Club
by interested Christian people in aid
Eleanor Hammond, in "The Portal."
German
Stille Nacht
ing those afflicted with tuberculosis
"Glory to God in the highest."
German
O
Tannenbaum
to conquer it. This program is to be
STILL BETHLEHEM.
Choirs are chanting again.
German Classes
the means of training and educating
—Frances Scott.
"Jesus is born, come and seek him;
Spanish
Villancico
people to help them to remain free They called it life;
Peace and good will unto men."
Spanish
I Las Posadas
from the disease and to help those i That jostling in the crowd
Not where the lights are brightest
Spanish
Classes
who are already in its grasp.
And bickering around the market
'Mid tinsel and green and red,
| Dans les Ombres de la Nuit French
On the Wednesday following Dr.
place
But in the heart of the humble
Un Flambeau, Jeannette, Isabella
Myron Taylor was introduced to the Their feet were wont to walk the sod
We will find his manger-bed.
French Classes
student body as the new business man
den ways;
i Adeste Fideles
ager of the school. A more extended They had no time for solitude,
j "Glory to God in the highest."
Latin Classes
account of the transfer will appear No heart for song.
Deep in our hearts let us sing,
in a later edition of the Echo.
They called it life:
"Jesus is born as our Savior,
Business man (after interviewing
On Friday Dr. Shute brought the To «'°wd about the gaily lighted inn
Our Maker, Redeemer and King."
message from Paul's letter to the And dl'ink to merry Bacchus till the We welcome Thee, blessed Christ-child his daughter's suitor): "I regret I
cannot see my way to allow you to
To our heart's lowly manger stall,
Philippians. Although Paul was in
night
marry my daughter at present, but
And with worship and adoration
prison when he wrote this the key- Had spent itself,
Those who have had courage enough
They called it life—
We will crown thee as Lord of all. £ive me y°ur name and address and
note was, "I rejoice, rejoice ye."
to climb to the top of the tower in
then, if nothing better turns up in the
Dr. Shute developed the idea of com- rhey tlicl not see
the administration building have had a
near future, you may hear from us
The strange,
stl'ange, exuberant
BEST SELLERS.
pleting our lives in Christ. "God laid The
exuberant light
light that
look at the venerable bell that hangs
again."
hung
"Black
Daniel,"
by
Honore
Willsie
there, reminiscent of a day when it no plans for our failure, why should Above the stable door;
Morrow, published by Morrow.
reigned supreme and Taylor had no we?"
Their ears were full of every medley
"George Washington," by Bernard
The Prodigy's Mother: "Of course,
Last
Tuesday
morning
Mario
Capelli
other bells fo guide its activities.
sound.
Fay, published by Houghton Mifflin.
I know she makes little mistakes
The present bell is the second to gave a brief song recital during the The sweetly wafted
strains borne j
Since Calvary," by Lewis Browne, j sometimes; tub you see she plays
hang in the tower.
The original chapel period.
earthward were
published by Macmillan.
tirely by ear."
cracked and had to be removed. This
Capelli is one of the world's greatest To them as of the listless wind.
"Mourning Becomes Electra," by
The Prodigy's Uncle: "Unfortunate
was about 1906. At that time there singers and is called the second Ca They revelled on.
Eugene O'Neill, published by Live- ly, that's the way I listen."
was a steeple on the tower but be ruso.
Though with his marvelous They did not see
right.
cause of the danger of being struck voice he earns great sums of money The star, still Bethlehem's star.
"The Dutch Shoe Mystery," by ElOld Customer: "What's become of
by lightning and the cost of repairs, in single concerts he devotes a part of
lery Queen, published by Stokes.
that assistant you had, Mr. Parks?
every year in the service of the
the point was removed.
ktvt
,
>
,, .
•- . t "Buried Treasure," by Elizabeth Not defunct, I hope."
Now here's your act! At this point
,
„ , ,
.
From 1906 to 1929 this bell reigned church, giving free recitals wherever
/.
, ,
Madox Roberts, published by Viking,
A
Grocer: "That he has, mum; with
you fall into his arms and lay your
supreme. It was the first to greet one he is needed.
every penny he could lay his hands
His program consisted of many dif head on his shoulder. He pushes you
in the morning and a romantic taps at
Jim: "May I sit on vour right on."
night. It woke the school at 6:30 in ferent types of songs each one sung away and you throw your arms about
the morning and bid them return to with a unique interpretation that; his neck and look into his eyes. Then hand?"
Lois: "Sorry, but I intend to eat
sleep at 10:10 in the evening. It an shows the study the man has made of ke makes a threat to strike you and
Magistrate: "Give me the gist of his
you shrink back, sort of dazed. Again with it."
remarks."
nounced chapel and all other meetings them.
Thursday morning Dr. Leslie, head : you make an effort to fall into his
during the day, including classes.
Witness: "They were gist terrible,
Hotel Clerk (writing a form): sir."
All this ringing was taken care of the New Testament department in aljas> -bat he again raises his hands
of by two fellows hired by the school. Boston School of Theology, spoke to to strike you; this causes you to cry "Name, please?"
Guest: Thammas MacTavish MacSometimes their watches would be us on spiritual growth or growth of aloud and fall unconscious, and he
inaccurate and a class would get out the inner life. The question was—is leaves you there and walks away. Haggis."
Hotel Clerk: "Nationality?"
early or late or some meeting would it keeping pace with our outer life, Get it?"
"Yeah, but how much am I gonna
fail to start on time. Those were the our mind and body? In the last verse
BARBER WORK
Old Salt: "Yes, guv'nor, I was ship
of the third chapter of Paul's letter get for t'rowin' dis fight?"
good old days.
wrecked, and lived for a week on a tin
Knowing the history of this old to the Corinthians we find the answer.
Vetter: "You've been to class regu of sardines."
friend, whose sacred duty now con First, the possibility of spii'itual
Listener: "By Jove! Not much room
Holder of Master Barber's
sists of carrying the message of re growth. There is no limit in the de larly, haven't you?"
Long: "How do you know?"
to move about."
License of Michigan
ligious meeting-time to those on the velopment of Christian character and
Vetter: "Your clothes look as if
campus, perhaps its chimes will be neither is there in this. There is
"Endeavoring to Serve AH"
Mrs. McLaughlin: "Well, doesn't
filled with a greater music when it nothing at all to keep a man from spir they had been slept in."
:
that
young
man
know
how
to
say
good
sends its clear call out on the still air. itual growth except his own will and
Wife "How do you like the potato night?"
determination. The second division of
Betty Boyle: "I'll say he does."
the program is best explained by a salad?"
Hubby: "It's delicious. Did you buy
mirror illustration. Paul poi'trays the
mirror as the face of Christ. Looking it yourself?"
Those students who remained on the into it the quality of Christ's soul is
The hardware clerk prided himself
campus during the Thanksgiving holi reflected back into our natures. We
days spent a most delightful vacation. inevitably become transformed. And on always having a snappy come
The most outstanding event was the last, it is the principle of Christ that back.
"Do you keep refrigerators?" the
dinner on Thursday which was made is the greatest dynamic force in the
CAPITAL $25,000.00
timid-looking woman inquired of him.
possible through the generosity of the world.
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
"No,"
he
snapped,
"we
sell
them."
Reverend John Wengatz. The fact
Friday morning, the Reverend
"Well," she replied, as she strolled
that the cranberries, pumpkin pie with Frakes gave the student body a very
Wm. P. FUTRELL. Pres.
whipped cream, and everything which interesting description of life in the toward the door, "You'll keep the one
EDWARD SCHWARK, Cashier
goes with a big turkey dinner, were Kentucky mountains. He told of the you were going to sell to me."
greatly appreciated was evidenced by poverty stricken conditions where the
Upland, Indiana
Old Lady: "If you really want work
the vast quantities which were con youth go barefooted all winter, and
—Farmer Gray wants a right-hand
sumed.
where every boy and girl is under
On December eleventh there was an nourished. In this region the adults man."
Tramp: "Jus' my luck, Lady—I'm
other dinner party, this time in honor wear pistols as commonly as most
of the Reverend Wengatz. The din people wear neckties. But when Jesus I left 'anded."
ing room was decorated with poinset- Christ is brought to these people they
Recommended by the English Department of
tias and those things which go with lay down their feuds.
The use of Sloan's linament makes
the Christmas season. The food was
The Reverend Frakes said that when people smart, but not brighter.
most delicious. During the meal a
he first went to the mountains, there
selected orchestra played Christmas were only eleven children in the school
carols, some of which were sung by
which now has an enrollment of one
Lyle Thomas. There were two spe hundred and thirty-five. These boys
For
cial numbers, one the reading of the and girls come from all over the sur
TOGGERYChristmas story by Margurite Friel, rounding territory, some walking as
TIES, SHIRTSand the other a violin solo. Robert many as twelve miles a day in order to
The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon
SHOES
Eakers played "The Holy City" by
WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL—
get there.
The "Supreme Authority." Here is a
Harvey Gaul.
companion for your hours of reading and
Both of these events stand out as
study that will prove its real value every
pleasant memories for the future and
time you consult it. A wealth of ready
make Taylor students look forward to
information on words, persons, places, is
instantly yours. 106,000 words and
some more of these special occasions
phrases with definitions, etymologies,
prepared by Miss Dare.
pronunciations, and use in its 1,256

Tower Bell Boasts
Attractive History

Russell Christler

Students on Campus
Enjoy Festivities

UPLAND STATE
BANK

Your Rexall Store
THE
PIONEER DRUG
STORE

Phone 852

Upland

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

c.

REED

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

LAUNDRY — DRY CLEANING

"I have known you so long, doctor,"
said the patient at the end of his visit,
"that I do not intend to insult you by
paying your bill. I have arranged a
handsome legacy for you in my will."
Doctor: "That's very kind, Now
please allow me to look at that perscription again—there is something
that I would like to change."
J V.

Service, Satisfaction Guaranteed
Prices Reasonable—You'll See

Modern Laundry Co,
Skelton

Hodges

pages. 1,700 illustrations. Includes
dictionaries of biography and ge
ography and other features.
See It At Your College Bookstore or Write
for Information to the publishers. Free
specimen pages if you name this paper.

G. & C. Merriam Co.
Springfield, Mass
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SPORTS
By "Ken"

j

Wednesday, December 16, 1931

not make a team, and it looks as
though the Frosh were going to travel
a rocky route to the end of the tour
ney. Chuck will get most of his help
from Johnson, and Milt Persons, the
Question: To what extent is the
truck-horse from Minnesota.
social recognition of Taylorites in
fluenced by dating?
Thalo Outlook
Thus, after deciding that the interclass tournament is going to furnish
some real struggles, we pass on to
the biggest series of the year, the
Philo-Thalo event. It is too early in
the season to present much of an
idea as to how the teams will stack
up, but it is not too early to remark
that unless Howard breaks a leg, and
Chuck Stuart goes blind, the Thalos,
on paper, should be doped to win in
not more than four games. The above
mentioned men would constitute a
strong offense for any team, and the
Thalos have in addition a good for
ward in Marvin Stuart, and that pair
who can play anywhere, Gil Spaude
and Bill Sunderland.

NEWS AND VIEWS
IN SCHOOL SPORTS

Believe It or Not

Inquiring Reporter

I star, Cleo Skelton, as their main
threat, but rangy Gil Spaude, and the
even taller Will Tennant ought to add
considerably to the team's offensive.
Last Friday night the alleged bas
The Senior back-court promise to be
ketball players of Taylor University
very full of activity, with Bush play
tossed open the season in Maytag
ing floor guard, and "Gibralter" Nor
Gym as Wisconsin Dorm hooked up
ton at back guard. With MacKenzie
with a motley array that represented
and Bauer in reserve that really looks
the Campus. Marvin Stuart flung in
like the best team in the tournament.
half the points scored by the Campus
The Junior concoction seems to con
as he led his team to victory. The
tain at present about three parts
score of this typical early season game
"Cap" Musselman, and one part sev
in which balls are always cast hither
eral other players. The latter phrase
and yon, was 12-10. Cap Musselman
includes Wally Fritts, Stan Boughten,
played well for the Wisconsin gang,
Tommy Thomas, and Ken Griswold,
and throughout much of the game sat
forwards and Tuffy Griffith and Nat
very firmly
on the total of points
Tyler, guards. Stu Weston, the portly
Philo Outlook
scored by Chuck Stuart.
(to say the least) Pittsburger, is also
The Philo team that will oppose this
So much for this opening sketch of available for general utility duty, and
aggregation is largely undetermined
the season here, and as this is not the should speed up the Junior attack.
as this is written. Musselman will
theme of this article we pass on to
probably occupy the pivot position,
Prospects of Underclassmen
the future bucket season. It is our
and Cleo Skelton and Wes Bush are
purpose to summarize as well as pos
Manager Shields leads a fine Sopho fixtures at forward and guard respec
sible the outlook for the various teams
more squad into action. His cast of
tively. The other forward and guard
which will compete this year.
characters includes Art Howard, a must be chosen from a group of can
nifty forward, in the title role, with
Prospects of Upperclassmen
didates, that, while willing and eager,
Center Bill Sunderland and Bud Cold- seem hardly up to the standard of
The first serious competition of the iron occupying minor leads. Num
year will be inaugurated by the class bered among his other available men former years. Perhaps some of these
tourney, in which it would be suicidal are Marvin Shilling, Don Kenyon, Paul will develop faster than is expected.
Girls' basketball is scarcely under
to pick any team as a heavy favorite Illk, and the exceedingly tall Jo Gates.
to win the gonfalon. In fact, so close This team is not so beefy as the way at present, and it is very difficult
does this writer think that the strug others, but is fast and tricky, and to make a very logical guess as to
gle will be that he feels safe in pre should give a lot of trouble to some the outcome of their contests. Some
of the classes are going to have a
dicting that the end of the tourney one.
"tough" time finding six girls who
will find every team holding the short
Last summer in Eldorado, Kansas, know what it is all about. It would
end of the score in at least one game.
Chuck Stuart packed his bag of speed appear that the Sophs have a decided
If it were necessary to select paper and tricks and brought it to Taylor. edge in girls' play. They can present
champions I suppose either the Sen He will unpack it for the first time four good players in Helen Gilmore,
iors or Juniors should be picked, but since then when he trots out on the letter winner last year, Hazel Simons,
anyone's guess is as good as that one. floor as a member of the Freshman
Helen Hogan, and "Boots" Bennett.
The Seniors have that unorthodox quintet. However one or two men do
Rotund Helen Baldwin is also being
! counted on for one of the guard posi
tions. This looks like the best bet
among the entries.

*

*

*

(Not by Ripley)
Lois King and Roberta Bennett
have challenged anyone living in
the dormitories to surpass their
record of mice caught during the
past term.

*

It seems to me that one's social rat
ing in Taylor University is influenced
greatly by dating. I would go further
to say that from all observations one's
social position seems to be depending
upon his or her dating "steady."
Jo B. Gates.

They claim to have caught ten
of them, which we must say is
remarkable, for there usually are
n't many around. Perhaps if
they were questioned on the sub
ject one would find out that they
have been keeping something hid
den away that could not escape
the sensitive instincts of the
mouse family. 'Fess up girls.

Of course, recognition in any social
group depends primarily on personal
ity, but in a small place, such as Tay
lor, dating does tend to better one's
social standing. The extent depends
on the person involved—that's my
The faculty at Wheaton have passed
opinion!
a resolution to remove the Chicago
Ardath Kletzing.
Daily Tribune from the library there.
They intend by this move to express
Not to such an extent that it is the fact that they do not sanction a
necessary for the Taylorites to date paper whose policy includes advocacy
in order to be socially recognized. for the repeal of the prohibition laws.
Some think they must date to be rec
ognized but I believe it's all in the in
dividual's thinking.
D. Horine.

| Fine Shoe Repairing

Best Materials

J. believe that dating will not make
or break the social recognition of any
student at Taylor. It may be a help
in some cases but it certainly is not
a deciding factor in a democratic so
ciety.
—Chester Smith.

! BEN BRADFORD S
Students

A fine elephant had the ill luck to
get a thorn in his foot. The wound
became infected, and the foot so sore
that the elephant could not set it on
the ground. His pain was intense.
The elephant was taken to a veterin
ary, who removed the thorn and cured
the infection.
Three years afterward the veterin
ary went to a circus. The procession
came trooping by, and in it the ele
phant. The animal saw his old friend,
recognized him, stopped, uttered a
trumpet cry of joy and then reached
Philalethian:
over, wrapped his trunk arount the
Girls Society Teams
Thalonian:
veterinary, lifted him out of his onePresident, Gladys Williamson
Both society girls' teams were dollar seat and put him down in a
President, Irene Witner
Vice-pres., Lyle Thomas
| shredded by graduation and failure to three-dollar seat.
Vice-pres., Oscar Cook
Secretary, Ruth Joshua
[ return to school, and only time will
Secretary, Louise Longnecker
Treasurer, Robert Jacobs
tell what can be done with this year's
Treasurer, Harrison Dawes
Chairman Board of Censors, VerChairman Board of Censors, Mary material. The Philos have but one
neille Roth
of last year's regulars returning. Marg
Furbay
Fletcher C.
Miller
nercner
t;. Miner
j
Cheer Leaders, Harold Thux-man,
Cheer Leaders, Elizabeth Stuart, Wolf, a fine guard, is that one. How
GROCERIES AND MEATS
Don Kenyon
ever "Al" Tooley comes with quite a
Arthur Hallberg
oi
So. iw~;_
Main St.
rep as a forward, and Marg Yingling, - Phone 882
I
Marian Scott and Helen Hogan should
Mnanka:
lend
a
lot
of
assistance.
Soangetaha:

Officers of Organizations for Winter T e r m

MI STORE

j

President, Marguerite Friel
President, Irene Reeder
Vice-pres., Lois King
Vice-pres., Arlene Summers
Secretary, Athelia Koch
Secretary, Virginia Stuart
Chairman Board of Censors, Marg
Chairman Board of Censors, Flor
ery Kleinefeld
ence Drake
Critics, Mary Rice, Louise Fox.
Critic, Lois Pugh
Eulogonian:

Eureka:

The Thalos have four members of
last year's team back. Heading this
list of course is Helen Gilmore. She
is very ably supported by Hazel Sim
ons at roving center, and that beefy
defensive duo, Irene Witner and Flor[ ence Drake, who waves her arms like
a wind-mill when she plays basketj ball. From this it looks like the
Thalos again, doesn't it ?

President, Stanley Boughton
President, Frank Simons
Vice-pres., Raymond Norton
Vice-pres., Oscar Cook
A butler always annoyed his mis
Secretary, Blaine Bishop
Secretary, Robert Dennis
Chairman Board of Censors, Wilson tress by announcing her visitors sepa
Chairman Board of Censors, Donald
rately. For instance, instead of say
Tennant
Kenyon
ing, "Mr. and Mrs. Kilkelly," he
Critic, Harry Griffiths
Critic, Roy Smith
would call out, "Mr. Kilkelly, Mrs.
Kilkelly, Miss Norah Kilkelly and Miss
Holiness League:
Kate Kilkelly," mentioning each mem
Prayer Band:
ber of the family by name.
President, Stuart Weston
President, Park Anderson
His mistress told him on her next
Vice-pres., Percival Wesche
Vice-pres., Virgil Brown
"At
Home" day to make the an
Secretary, Murel Erbst
Chorister, Lyle Thomas
nouncements shorter.
Chorister, Lyle Thomas
Pianist, Carol Vandervort
Mr. and Mrs. Penny, with their
Pianist, Carol Vandervort
Sec.-Treas., Richard Fox.
grown-up son and little daughter
Treasurer, Hugh Wildermuth
were the first to arrive, whereupon the
biftler electrified his mistress by
Volunteer Band:
M. M. A.
throwing open the door and shouting,
"Three-pence-halfpenny."
President, Ferdinand Derk
President, Charles Clifton
Vice-pres., Robert Eakers
Vice-pres., Lester J. Brunner
Sec.-Treas., Helen Baldwin
Sec.-Treas., Howard Fox
Chorister, Mason Buekner
Chorister, Ivan C. Hodges
Pianist, Stuart Weston
Pianist, James Lohnes

WELCOME NEW &
OLD STUDENTS

THE ECHO
AS A CHRISTMAS GIFT.
$1.35 for the rest of the year

SAVE time and money by
having your programs, invita
tions, etc. printed by us. Special
combinations of paper and ink
for class colors, if not carried in
stock, require three full days
notice.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY PRESS
Post Office Building

TRY
OUR
SPECIAL
CAKES AND PASTRIES
FOR YOUR PARTIES

Upland Baking Co.
DENTIST

Dr. CHAS. W. BECK
X-RAY
Office over the Bank
Phone 331
Upland, Ind.

Insure In Sure Insurance

Paul Insurance Ag'y

Post Office Building Phone 132
INSURANCE SERVICE THAT
SATISFIES

Don't Wait!
Don't Wait!
Buy Your

ROYAL
PORTABLE
Now!
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
James Rhine, Mgr.

Totjlor Uniuersituj
A GOOD PLACE TO STUDY
On the highest spot along the Pennsylvania line between Chicago
and Columbus. Away from the rush of the city. An atmosphere of
moral earnestness, where aimless drones feel lonesome. Standard
college of liberal arts in Indiana, with schools of Music and Expres
sion. The students receive the personal attention of experienced
Christian professors.

A Field of Investment
In the name of the Good Will Endowment Taylor is now seeking
gifts, bequests and wills, in order that its service may be extended.
The young people on the campus have a purpose to serve, and many
have clear calls to a work for which they are preparing. They rep
resent the best of talent, but are often limited in means. An invest
ment in the Good Will Endowment will bear fruit in returns of
character and service more valuable than gold.

We invite your
patronage
GIVE A SUBSCRIPTION TO

Club and Society Printing

Courteous & prompt
service

For information about Taylor University, or in submitting names
of prospective students, write

UNIVERSITY
LUNCH ROOM

President Robert Lee Stuart,

"The Home of Good Eats"

Upland, Indiana.

J. H. Ashley, Prop.
/ V.

j

